
Technical Planning agenda for HOD meeting 
Oct. 5th 2013 

Short Course Season 

1. JO time standards and Meet Format Proposal 
a. See attached proposal will presented by Tristan  

2. JO entry Process for updating 13 & over entries 
a. Can we do entry for the events at the meets?   
b. Other ideas 

3. Senior State Meet 
a. We need to come up with a facility and a date ASAP 

i. Feb. 15-16th as a possible date @ TCNJ if available.   
ii. March 1-2 at Princeton or TCNJ  if available,  

1. May have to move one of the 11-12 meets. 
2. Can we go head to head with MOC’s 
3. May need LSC help with pool rental 

4. Senior State meet partnered with Metro Swimming LSC 
a. Both LSC’s propose to run a senior level meet which will be open to their senior level athletes 

i. Can we use one of the above dates?  
ii. Do we do meets on same weekend 
iii.  What should the Time Standards be? 

5. Elite Athlete Entry into Meet Rule 
a. Propose that we follow a standard set by the Grand Prix meet announcement set by the USA National 

Committee. 
b. Announcement wording 
c. What meets should use this policy? 
d. How do we get team hosting meets to use this policy? 

6. Meet schedule Page of the website 
a. We need to change the format of this 

i. AGC proposes that we need to use the full potential of the Team Unify website and post the 
meets using the format that is preformatted by the website. 

1. This would allow for an better viewing of the meets  
2. When you click on the meet it will take you to the meet page were all the info you need is 

right there.  
a. We can post more info 
b. It is easier to read 
c. You get all the pertinent info with one click 

3. Also give the posting job to the AGC so he can monitor when the meets go up and can 
send out a blast email of the postings. 

7. Age group champs proposal 
a. Propose to bringing back the c-final 11-12 only 
b. Finals format A final, B final, then C final  

i. This would allow for a better flow from running the meet and allow the host to get the awards 
ready and help run a better finals session 

ii. It would give the finalist athletes a chance to talk to their coach and catch their breath before 
getting on the awards podium. 

iii.  If by chance there was a NS in the final heat we can move the proper athlete into the finals heat. 



Long Course 2014 

1. Summer JO Format 
a. Looking at going back to Timed Finals   

i. This would allow more swimmers to Participate. 
ii. Be a more manageable meet in case of weather 

2. Senior State meet Format and Facility Proposal 
a. Senior Meet the same weekend as 11-12 Silver Bronze 

i. Meet would be hosted at Rutgers (still have to confirm) 
ii. Meet would be Prelims finals 

1. This would allow swimmers to get and earlier swim in before sectionals and Juniors 
2. Would also be another Prelims finals meet added to our LC schedule. 
3. More Distance Options 

a. Possibility to run Double ended starts? 
3. Long Course Season Structure Proposal From Lou Petrozziello (See Attached Proposal) 

 

4. Summer Long Course Schedule (See Attached Schedule) 


